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Technical Specifications

 Origin  Italy and South America

 Finish  Hair on hide   

 Flame Resistance NFPA 260: Class 1

 Cleaning Code 7

Prized for decades by fine Italian accessory manufacturers, these super-luxurious aniline-dyed hides 

with hair are also perfect for select upholstery applications. Each hide is supple and soft with short, 

silky hair. This product comes in bold exotic patterns, brindles and other natural patterns and solid 

colors that will compliment a range of decorating styles. Normally offered in half hides, whole hides 

may also be available along with additional colors and prints. Please consult the sales office. Note 

no two hides are exactly the same and each hide will have natural variations in texture, color and 

hair length.

Environmental Stewardship: Cavallo is produced in a tannery which has achieved a silver rating as audited to 

the Leather Working Group environmental stewardship and traceability standards. 

Cavallo

Care & Cleaning Code 7

Hair on hides are naturally very resilient. They should be vacuumed for regular upkeep, always moving the 
vacuum wand in the direction of the hair, never against. Should a spill occur, blot immediately using a clean 
absorbent cloth or paper towel. Should soiling remain, use a sponge dampened in plain cold water or a mild 
vinegar solution to gently rub the affected area–in the direction of the hair. A soft nylon brush may be used 
to help release any stubborn debris. Allow to air dry. Never place a hair on hide rug in a washing machine or 
submerge in liquid to clean.
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Available Colors

950 Cream 912 Blu 951 Lilac 952 Penny

953 Nickel 954 Brown and White 955 Black and White 956 Dark Brindle

902 Jaguar Bianco
(1/2 hides only)

906 Zebra Bianco
(1/2 hides only)

917 Java 957 Tangelo
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